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the lands of the realm of chaos have been thrown into turmoil by conflicts between many of the petty kings and dukes and their warlords.
some have fled across the sea while others remain unsure of whether to take a stand against their counterparts or flock to the banner of
their powerful ally. not all bug fixes are big game-changing additions, and the biggest of these affects players of the original warhammer:
spectre of the slaves. the update resolves a number of issues which were not obvious to players of the original warhammer. the most
important of these is that spectre of the slaves now starts with all units equal to his starting army for the match, instead of leaving him in
dire straits at the start. besides the new races, legendary lords, factions, and units, some big changes have also been made to the
warhammer iii skirmish game mode. the biggest change is that you can now play skirmish against non-ai units, making skirmish a far better
approximation of warhammer iii multiplayer. you can also now set your resolution in skirmish, making it the ideal game for either on the go
play or when youre missing a computer. there have also been some changes to the campaign map editor, to further improve the flexibility
and usability of the editor, and to support the development of further exciting features such as building resizing and placement in the editor.
but the skirmish mode is only one part of warhammer iii, and weve also made a number of changes to multiplayer. the biggest of these is
the integration of the new system for the recruitment of allied nations into your roster, which was introduced in previous updates. you can
now recruit anyone in the world without affecting your standing with your enemies.
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in warhammer and warhammer ii, the limits of wars of man has been restricted by the global maximise castles and fortresses mechanic. we
want to prevent players from being able to achieve a tactical advantage through fortresses or eliminating viable armies by never ever taking
them. to do this, weve now added a new rule that prevents units and races from taking more than three fortresses in a single province. so,

how do factions take on this new set of challenges? the answer is - quite well, in fact. part of our commitment to warhammer fantasy battles
is to always work towards the next game on the roster. in the case of warhammer ii, that means updating all the legendary lords and races

to their latest releases, followed by updating the map and finishing of the four-part epic with the first new legendary lord (with a few
tweaks), expanding it to eight parts, to reflect the ten races that exist in the warhammer world and then, adding a new playable race - the
beastmen - whilst updating all the legendary lords and races. whilst weve heard your thoughts, our focus with total war: warhammer iii has

been to stay true to the core experience of warhammer ii. immortal empires represents the first of our major content updates for
warhammer iii. this massive update introduces a huge amount of new content including, legendary lords, factions, units, scenarios,

campaigns, and improvements to some of the game mechanisms. we're not going to give away all the details until its closer to release in
february but, some of the highlights include: 5ec8ef588b
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